
Mountain High: 
Aerin Lauder’s Aspen Home

by Plum Sykes | photographed by François Halard

» SEE THE SLIDESHOW «

As she prepares to launch her own company next year, beauty entrepreneur Aerin Lauder kicks
back with her kids in a relaxed, light-filled Aspen ski lodge.
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Aerin Lauder’s new Aspen home is a lesson in luxurious simplicity. Situated near the old Ute Trail
among a cluster of aptly named white aspen trees and looking across to staggering views of Aspen
Mountain, the ski chalet feels “like a tree house,” she says. “It’s cozy, very casual, very family. Skiing is
a great holiday for everyone. It’s nice to come in after a long day, make dinner, and sit by the fire. We
love watching classic old movies, playing Scrabble, and building Lego towns.”

The house, which Lauder bought in 2009, was a relatively new build that her friend and interior
designer Daniel Romualdez has added character and atmosphere to by lining parts of the interior in
reclaimed cypress boards and wire-brushed oak. Every room is painted white, with softly upholstered
white sofas and chairs in the sitting room along with classic modern pieces such as Hans Wegner’s
hoop chairs and George Nakashima’s angular wooden tables. The bedrooms have specially made low
oak beds, and the library, immaculately arranged with books, resembles a giant cigar box with
breathtaking views for whoever is sitting at the desk.

Click here to see Aerin Lauder's Greek Revival home in the Hamptons. 

“Aerin was very clear that she wanted a very simple house,” says Romualdez. “It’s really just a ski
house, very informal, with an open kitchen so she can make breakfast for everyone and chat. She
chose to avoid the billionaire neighborhoods like Red Mountain and go for something more local and
low-key.” 

The house might be nonfussy, but that doesn’t mean it’s not blissfully comfy. Cashmere-lined coyote-
and fox-fur rugs made for Lauder by Pologeorgis are generously thrown over chairs and sofas; baskets
of shearling slippers from L.L. Bean stand ready all over the house to warm up numb feet just in from
skiing. Guests find their beds made up with plain white linens from Calvin Klein, and there are always
fluffy white robes in the bathrooms. 

It’s a treat for Lauder to be a homebody here in worn-in Levi’s, Sorel boots, J.Crew men’s flannel
shirts, and Ralph Lauren vintage ski sweaters, cooking up breakfast with her children before a jaunt
out to the slopes (her sons, twelve-year-old Jack and eleven-year-old Will, and husband Eric
Zinterhofer are excellent skiers). “In terms of pots and pans, I just use the basics—I’m not a snob like
that. We love to grab pastries from the most amazing place called Paradise Bakery, which makes
banana chocolate-chip muffins fresh every morning.” The rustic white china she favors is either
bought at Calvin Klein or picked up on visits to Austria. Napkins for the table are country-style—sage
greens, cream, rough linens. “And I love to use beautiful big wooden bowls that I buy at Privet House
in Warren, Connecticut.”

http://www.vogue.com/magazine/article/from-the-archives-aerin-lauders-wainscott-home/


Although she is usually extremely private about her personal life, Lauder has allowed us a glimpse
into her vacation house because she is about to unleash herself on the world as a lifestyle icon: The 41-
year-old beauty executive, wife, mother, and scion of one of the world’s most famous dynasties is
going out on her own with a company that will include beauty products, accessories, tabletop, and
housewares. The brand will officially launch in fall 2012 but will be preceded by a one-off lip gloss that
will be sent to style mavens and VIPs in the spring. (Until then, Aerin fans will have to make do with a
Facebook and Tumblr presence.) Confident enough to drop her last name, the onetime queen of the
Park Avenue Princess set has named her label simply Aerin. 

There are a lot of women who would feel pretty satisfied-slash-busy-slash-completely exhausted with
a full-time job at the family firm, two young sons, and homes in Manhattan and Wainscott, Long
Island, as well as the Aspen place, but not Aerin. “I have a lot of passion,” she admits. “I have a lot of
pride. I think I do get that from my family. But you can be driven and be nice. It’s my personality to be
more quiet and reserved. I’m not going out every night to multiple things. I prefer to stay in and be
with my children and do Spanish homework to make sure they get a good grade the next day. But I’ve
always wanted to do this and really started working on it about two years ago.” 

People will say, ‘It’s easy for her because she has all this money,’ ” says her friend and Hamptons
neighbor Mickey Drexler, CEO of J.Crew. “But not many women in her position go out there and take
the risk and put their vision on the line. She obviously wants to be independent. As someone who has
had experience of family-controlled companies, I can say it ain’t easy.” 

The new Aerin offices are in the historic Art Deco Fuller Building on the corner of Madison and Fifty-
seventh. It’s close enough to the Estée Lauder HQ that Aerin can quickly run over for a meeting, since
she is still a consultant and sits on the board of directors, but just far enough away to establish herself
as that very serious, very modern woman who is so fashionable right now—a mogulette.

Like every lifestyle tycoon in the making, Aerin works out of a dreamy space that is as representative
of her personal taste as it is of her business ambitions. Flooded with sunshine, the light, airy offices
have floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking Madison Avenue. Interior designer Jacques Grange, who
helped decorate her home on Park Avenue, was also involved in this project. It feels more like a chic,
girly drawing room than a work space, with sisal rugs, green velvet sofas, fuchsia armchairs, vases of
hot-pink peonies, and antique chandeliers. 

The day I visit the offices, a pretty intern doubling as a receptionist announces me, and a smiling



Aerin appears, looking the picture of professional glamour in a cream lacework Stella McCartney top,
boot-cut gray-and-white striped seersucker Gucci pants, kitten-heeled Manolo Blahnik sandals, and a
chunky gold Cartier watch. It perfectly fits her friend Queen Rania of Jordan’s description of Aerin’s
fashion sense as “modern and current, yet her style always has that classic look. In essence, it’s
timeless.” Her long, tawny hair is loose; she has a light tan and isn’t wearing a scrap of makeup. Still,
she exudes the casual American glitz that she has been famous for since her 20s and that millions of
women around the world aspired to when she appeared in her Private Collection fragrance ads in
2007. (The Estée Lauder company estimates they have sold half a million units of Aerin’s Private
Collection since then.)

Aerin leads me to the studio where creative consultant Lauren Du Pont is booking a business trip and
Emmanuela Albert, creative brand director, is playing with print concepts on a brand-new Apple Mac.
Hanging on the walls are fashion photographs, charming drawings by Aerin’s sons, and a circular
Damien Hirst butterfly painting. Several Ellsworth Kelly works hang elsewhere. “We’re lucky we have
great art in this office,” says Aerin, whose parents, Ronald and Jo Carole, are voracious collectors.

We head into a boardroom with a fabulous antique mirrored table surrounded by gilt chairs. “They
were Estée’s,” says Aerin, referring to her grandmother, the founder of the family business. “I had
them repainted. I love gold. Estée loved gold.” The table is arranged with all sorts of items that,
frankly, are irresistible: prototypes of large, “seasonless” sixties-inspired tortoiseshell sunglasses; cool
raffia clutch bags that Aerin suggests could be used at night as a cocktail bag or as a super original
purse for the beach; there’s an understated makeup line that reflects Aerin’s own taste for natural-
looking cosmetics. “The concept is beauty with beauty accessories,” she explains, holding up an
elegant powder-blue box with aerin inscribed in a pretty gold font. “I took the blue from a vintage
ribbon and worked on it. It’s very feminine. And our focus groups show that blue isn’t polarizing,” she
adds knowingly. Aerin was creative director at Estée Lauder for almost seven years, “and I was
reading packets of market research for quite a long time. Estée worked from her gut, she never did
focus groups, but the business has changed. I love market research because you really have an idea of
what your consumers are looking for.”

Suddenly she jumps up, excited. “Can I show you my hairbrush box?” she chirps, reappearing a few
minutes later with a large collection of hair and nail brochures and myriad samples of hairbrushes.
For her line, Aerin has chosen a little gold-backed brush for your handbag and a larger one for the
dressing table, with matching comb. “Can’t you just imagine being on the beach in St.-Tropez in the
1970s and getting that out and combing your wet hair with it!” exclaims Du Pont, who has joined us. I
can, actually, and it would be delightful.



“You see how you can take beauty and go beyond it,” says Lauder, showing me all kinds of potential
products, including raffia glass holders and trays, huge decorative gold shells for the table—“I think
two of these would be the perfect hostess gift”—soaps, necklaces, and jaunty batik-printed makeup
bags, which are waiting to be filled with matching tubes of moisturizer and sunscreen. “I came up with
the idea based on comments from friends, walking the beauty floor, and never being able to find a
brand out there that was more feminine than other ones, more modern than other ones, but at the
same time had a wonderful, luxurious feel. So I came up with the idea of a tube with a print on it.” The
prints she is using for the packaging and cosmetics bags, she tells me, will change seasonally, which is
a stroke of genius—I certainly couldn’t resist buying a new powder compact if the compact changed
each season. 

Today Aerin’s team is having lunch at Cipriani—“We usually have Japanese food at our desks from the
deli round the corner,” says Du Pont. Daniel Romualdez arrives to join us, immaculate in a navy suit
and a crisp white shirt. The conversation immediately turns to entertaining. “I remember going to São
Schlumberger’s house in Paris with my mother. I was about fourteen,” recalls Aerin. “São was wearing
this amazing long red skirt and top that looked so beautiful. Her town house at the bottom of the
Eiffel Tower had been decorated by someone who did stage sets for the opera, so it was very dramatic.
But she did silver bowls filled with potato chips! So now I always do that. I just thought the way she
did that was so glamorous and approachable at the same time.”

Aerin, her lunch companions inform me, is extraordinarily well qualified to create products for
entertaining at home. “She’s the only person I know who notices your napkins or your glasses,” says
Romualdez.

“When I first got married, I registered at Bergdorf’s and Asprey,” Aerin says. “But now I don’t
entertain with the seriousness I imagined I would. There’s something very nice about having good
friends over for supper and not having serious food or glasses. I don’t necessarily use a stemmed glass
for wine—why not use a tumbler?” She may now entertain with ease, but she doesn’t compromise on
style. As her close friend Samantha Boardman tells me later, “When Aerin is giving a dinner, from the
moment I walk in the door I know I am in for a treat. The smell of fresh-cut flowers greets one at the
entrance, there is a tray of glasses full of something wonderful to drink, and she has the most
beautiful sofas with wide arms that are the perfect place to perch for a quiet conversation.”

“Hi, Aerin!” A very glamorous Ivanka Trump comes up to say hello. Then a blonde in a hot-pink dress
and an enormous diamond necklace drops by, wishing Aerin success on “everything you’re doing.” We



order coffees, which take forever. “Let’s cancel coffee and go,” says Aerin. She’s too busy to waste a
minute. She has status meetings this afternoon, licensing deals to consider, and then there are the
Aerin linens and glassware to work on. “I’m actually so tired,” she says as she gets up to leave. “Me
too!” says Lauren. It turns out they had a late night at Freemans restaurant downtown. “I love it there;
I love the decor,” says Aerin. “But tonight I’ll get home, ask my husband to order sushi, and we’ll eat
in bed on trays. It’ll be divine, perfect.”
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SNOW PATROL

Lauder, in Olivier Theyskens and The Row fur cap, in the Aspen
highlands near her vacation home.
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Sledding with sons Will, eleven, and Jack, twelve, on the
toboggan run.
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AERIN\'S AERIE

The light-filled living room features a Jean-Michel Frank sofa,
Hans Wegner hoop chairs, luxurious fur throws, and exhilarating
views over Aspen Mountain.
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The exquisitely arranged library.
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SIMPLE PLEASURES

Rift-cut white-oak walls meet cedar marble in a bathroom.
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Will prepares to break, with brother Jack in the game room.
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Lauder, in her own vintage Moncler sweater and pants, skis the
Aspen slopes.
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TREE HOUSE

A George Nakashima table and oversize wooden bowls in the
living room.
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The master bedroom has a low oak bed with an Andreas Gursky
photograph hanging above it.
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A copse of leafless birches at the back of the house.
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MY BLUE HEAVEN

The semi-covered deck, furnished with David Sutherland teak
lounge chairs and coffee table with provisions for hot chocolate,
overlooks Aspen Mountain.
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BARE NECESSITIES

Aerin cozies up in a Burberry sweater and Daryl K leather pants.
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Boots, furs, skis, and snowboards in the mudroom.  
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Jack and Will’s oak-lined bedroom.
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